Motivation: Epigenome-wide association studies (EWAS) generate big epidemiological datasets. They aim for detecting differentially methylated DNA regions that are likely to influence transcriptional gene activity and, thus, the regulation of metabolic processes. The by far most widely used technology is the Illumina Methylation BeadChip, which measures the methylation levels of 450 (850) thousand cytosines, in the CpG dinucleotide context in a set of patients compared to a control group. Many bioinformatics tools exist for raw data analysis. However, most of them require some knowledge in the programming language R, have no user interface, and do not offer all necessary steps to guide users from raw data all the way down to statistically significant differentially methylated regions (DMRs) and the associated genes. Results: Here, we present DiMmeR (Discovery of Multiple Differentially Methylated Regions), the first free standalone software that interactively guides with a user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI) scientists the whole way through EWAS data analysis. It offers parallelized statistical methods for efficiently identifying DMRs in both Illumina 450K and 850K EPIC chip data. DiMmeR computes empirical P-values through randomization tests, even for big datasets of hundreds of patients and thousands of permutations within a few minutes on a standard desktop PC. It is independent of any third-party libraries, computes regression coefficients, P-values and empirical P-values, and it corrects for multiple testing. Availability and Implementation: DiMmeR is publicly available at http://dimmer.compbio.sdu.dk.
Introduction
Epigenetic DNA modifications are linked to transcriptional gene regulation (Bock, 2012) . Consequently, EWAS have become an important tool in clinical research for discovering DMRs that associate a phenotype of interest given a set of patient samples. Next generation sequencing (NGS)-based and array-based methods exist, of which the later are more cost-effective in high-throughput (Plongthongkum et al., 2014) . Illummina provides chips (Infinium Bioinformatics, 33(4), 2017 , 549-551 doi: 10.1093 Advance Access Publication Date: 14 November 2016 Applications Note
HumanMethylation 450K or MethylationEPIC 850K BeadChip) (Dedeurwaerder et al., 2011; Touleimat and Tost, 2012) , which have proven useful in many EWAS studies. Wilhelm-Benartzi et al. (2013) reviewed the state-of-the-art in computational EWAS data analysis. The review reveals that all free software is R-based and, thus, limits the usability for scientists not familiar with the R programming language. It also renders the parallelization of permutation tests, for instance, quite complicated resulting in day or even week long run times when computing empirical P-values. We introduce DiMmeR, where we solved these problems by offering a userfriendly GUI-based one-stop solution implemented in JAVA guiding the user through the entire process of an EWAS, from Illumina 450K/850K raw data analysis to the discovery of DMRs (see supple mentary Fig. 1 ).
DiMmeR
DiMmeR guides the user through nine steps that performs all stateof-the-art computational EWAS data processing methods (See sup plementary Fig. 1 ). To our knowledge, this renders DiMmeR the first software offering this high level of feature completeness and accessibility to non-bioinformaticians: Modeling: The first steps is to select the right data model, i.e. unpaired (standard case/control) or paired (e.g. twin). Outcomes can be continuous or binary. For binary outcomes, t-tests will be utilized, while continuous outcomes will be analyzed using regression models. For the later, multiple labels (e.g. phenotype, sex, age, treatment) can be introduced as potential confounders (covariates). Input: DiMmeR reads 450K and 850K intensity data files (IDAT), and asks for a sample annotation file, which links to the IDAT files. See DiMmeR web site for details and examples. Pre-processing: Computation of b-values, background correction and non-stratified quantile normalization as well as type I þ II probe scaling. Here, we re-implemented the minfi Rpackage (Aryee et al., 2014) in Java, and parallelized it such that all cores of a PC or compute server can be fully exploited. Cell composition: In cases where the study is based on blood samples, the heterogeneity in cell type composition of the blood is a potential confounding factor (Jaffe and Irizarry, 2014) . With DiMmeR, we implemented a cell composition estimation method adopted from Minfi, which can be utilized as covariates in follow-up regression statistics. Single CpGs: We compute the statistical significance of a single differentially methylated CpG site using empirical P-values obtained by randomly permuting the sample labels and re-running the whole pipeline. These P-values can be corrected for multiple testing either (i) by fixing the false discovery rate (FDR) (BenjaminiHochberg procedure) (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) , or (ii) by fixing the family-wise error rate (FWER) (Bonferroni correction), or (iii) by using the Step-down minP procedure (Westfall and Young, 1993) . For quick inspection, DiMmeR provides P-value distribution plots. DMRs: We scan for DMRs using a size-w sliding window algorithm (default: w ¼ 5) that reports a DMR if all except at most k CpGs are differentially methylated (default: k ¼ 2). A DMR is extended as long as there are sufficient differentially methylated CpGs in the window. Statistical significance is assessed using permutation tests (chance of seeing DMRs by chance of at least the same size in data with permuted labels). Several plots and tables with genomic annotations and links to the USCD genome browser (Karolchik et al., 2003) are offered for functional DMR analyses. All tables, publication-ready figures and results can conveniently be stored to the disk for further usage. The program also summarizes all choices wrt. statistical data analysis in a short paper-ready scientific text to ease inclusion into putative publications.
Discussion and conclusion
Compared to existing tools (Wilhelm-Benartzi et al., 2013) , DiMmeR comes as the first software that supports all steps in EWAS data analysis and that also provides the first fully featured GUI enabling also non-computer experts conducting such a study. Furthermore, all data processing is fully parallelized, which allows for computing permutation tests to achieve empirical P-values within minutes on compute servers rather than weeks or months. The GUI interactively also guides even statistically inexperienced users through the decision making progress, from raw data processing to DMR discovery, and explains all choices and options. (Assenov et al., 2014) (210s) . Quantile normalization with DiMmeR took 11.7s, compared to 16s with Minfi. The whole single CpG significance analysis pipeline, taking into account IDAT processing, normalization and t-test computation, took 4.25 min with DiMmeR (including 1000 permutations for empirical P-value computation) and 7.9 min with RnBeads. For DMR finding, Minfi's bumphunter, and using 1000 permutations, DiMmeR used 49.5s, while Minfi took more than 5 mins (when we stopped execution).
In conclusion, DiMmeR may complete all data analysis steps within only some minutes being guided by an interactive user interface. With DiMmeR we offer the first one-stop shop for sophisticated identification of statistically robust differentially methylated CpG and regions in modern Illumina chip data.
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